
Description of Issue Program/Segment Date Time Duration Narration of Type and Description of Program/Segment

CRIME & PUBLIC SAFETY 2NEWS AT 10:00 PM 10/01/21 10:00 PM 0:02:00
DEA Alert: The DEA issued a public safety alert—the first in six years. The group is warning the public about counterfeit pills laced 
with the deadly drug fentanyl. Just two milligrams of fentanyl could be fatal for a person. The pills look similar to regular prescription 
medications.

HEALTH / TOURISM Full Measure with Sharyl Attkisson 10/03/21 10:30 AM 00:30:00
Full Measure with Sharyl Attkisson - B; SEASON 7 - EPISODE 4: Shopping to save money on medical procedures: medical 
tourism in this country.

COVID-19 /  GOVERNMENT CBS Face The Nation 10/03/21 9:30 AM 00:30:00

SEGMENT HIGHLIGHT: A report on tensions between the liberal and moderate factions within the Democratic Party over budget 
and infrastructure, COVID-19 mandates, purchase of new coronavirus pill from Merck, vaccination rates, school vaccination 
mandates for children, politicization of vaccines, collapse of bipartisan negotiations on police reform, why Senator Booker walked 
away, areas of agreement/disagreement with Senator Scott, and commitment to continue working on police reform.

COVID-19 /  GOVERNMENT CBS Face The Nation 2 10/03/21 10:00 AM 00:30:00

SEGMENT HIGHLIGHT: A report on tensions between the liberal and moderate factions within the Democratic Party over budget 
and infrastructure, COVID-19 mandates, purchase of new coronavirus pill from Merck, vaccination rates, school vaccination 
mandates for children, politicization of vaccines, collapse of bipartisan negotiations on police reform, why Senator Booker walked 
away, areas of agreement/disagreement with Senator Scott, and commitment to continue working on police reform.

CRIME & PUBLIC SAFETY The Armstrong Williams Show 10/03/21 2:00 AM 00:30:00
The Armstrong Williams Show; EPISODE 2138: Bishop Angel, joins Armstrong to discuss the church’s role in supporting those 
who are often written off & forgotten in our communities - criminal offenders. He believes we need to lift up these individuals and 
give them a sense of hope and purpose in their lives and still contribute to society.

ECONOMY 2NEWS AT 7:00 AM 10/05/21 7:00 AM 0:01:00
Facebook's hours long outage caused concern for users who heavily rely on the platform for business. Billions of dollars in e-
commerce and trade are transacted through Facebook. The company says the outage was caused by a 'networking issue' but did 
not provide details. 

CRIME & PUBLIC SAFETY 2NEWS AT 10:00 PM 10/06/21 10:00 PM 0:01:00
One man is in the hospital, and would then be released to police, after he leads police on a multi-city chase and shot at several 
civilian vehicles.

HEALTH 2NEWS AT 10:00 PM 10/06/21 10:00 PM 0:01:00
The World Health Organization gives a clear definition of "long COVID" helping pave the way for those that suffer from it, giving 
them hope for insurance coverage.

LOCAL INTEREST 2NEWS AT 10:00 PM 10/06/21 10:00 PM 0:01:45
Firefighter Cookoff: Utah firefighter teams are battling for who has the best chili recipe. The cookoff competition raises money for 
summer camps for burn survivors. Mountain America Credit Union donated $500 to the fundraising event.

EDUCATION 2NEWS AT 10:00 PM 10/06/21 10:00 PM 0:03:30
New funding has made it possible for schools to hire more nurses; COVID has doubled their workload, so the school nursing 
shortage persisits. 

LOCAL INTEREST 2NEWS AT 10:00 PM 10/06/21 10:00 PM 0:01:45
Firefighter Cookoff: Utah firefighter teams are battling for who has the best chili recipe. The cookoff competition raises money for 
summer camps for burn survivors. Mountain America Credit Union donated $500 to the fundraising event.

GOVERNMENT / LEGAL The National Desk 10/07/21 7:00 AM 00:05:05 Ilya Shapiro talks about the new Supreme Court session and cases regarding abortion and gun rights
GOVERNMENT / LEGAL The National Desk 10/07/21 8:00 AM 00:05:05 Ilya Shapiro talks about the new Supreme Court session and cases regarding abortion and gun rights

HEALTH 2NEWS AT 7:00 AM 10/07/21 7:00 AM 0:01:00
Two new studies suggest covid immunity from Pfizer's vaccine wanes after about two months. But experts reassure that the shot 
does continue to reduce the risk of hospitalization or death from the virus. 

GOVERNMENT & POLITICS 2NEWS AT 10:00 PM 10/07/21 10:00 PM 0:02:00
It's leaked that President Joe Biden will expand the protection of Utah National Monuments. Business owners in that area, as well 
as members of the indigenous communities, speak to how this will impact them.

GOVERNMENT & POLITICS 2NEWS AT 10:00 PM 10/07/21 10:00 PM 0:01:00
Unexpected consequences follow a new Utah law allowing concealed carry without permits, including less money to the state's 
suicide prevention and education fund.

HEALTH The National Desk 10/08/21 7:00 AM 00:02:19
Reporter Angela Brown reports that 44% of Americans may not get a flu vaccine this year, experts are worried about the flu and 
COVID coalescing; 

HEALTH The National Desk 10/08/21 8:00 AM 00:02:19
Reporter Angela Brown reports that 44% of Americans may not get a flu vaccine this year, experts are worried about the flu and 
COVID coalescing; 

BUSINESS / DIVERSITY The National Desk 10/08/21 7:00 AM 00:02:36
Reporter Angela Brown covers how Hispanic Americans are the fastest growing group of business owners in America, especially 
women

BUSINESS / DIVERSITY The National Desk 10/08/21 8:00 AM 00:02:36
Reporter Angela Brown covers how Hispanic Americans are the fastest growing group of business owners in America, especially 
women

GOVERNMENT The National Desk 10/08/21 7:00 AM 00:01:16
Ahtra Elnashar reports on bill that if passed through the House next week would temporarily extend the debt ceiling through 
December 3rd.

GOVERNMENT The National Desk 10/08/21 8:00 AM 00:01:16
Ahtra Elnashar reports on bill that if passed through the House next week would temporarily extend the debt ceiling through 
December 3rd.

GOVERNMENT / POLITICAL The National Desk 10/08/21 7:00 AM 00:01:40
Ahtra Elnashar reports on how parties in Congress have changed their opinions about the debt ceiling and how it should be 
handled according to who is in power

GOVERNMENT / POLITICAL The National Desk 10/08/21 8:00 AM 00:01:40
Ahtra Elnashar reports on how parties in Congress have changed their opinions about the debt ceiling and how it should be 
handled according to who is in power

NATIONAL INTEREST The National Desk 10/08/21 7:00 AM 00:04:07 Adam Andrzejewski talks about the Waste of the Week, universal income in Chicago
NATIONAL INTEREST The National Desk 10/08/21 8:00 AM 00:04:07 Adam Andrzejewski talks about the Waste of the Week, universal income in Chicago

DIVERSITY Full Measure with Sharyl Attkisson 10/10/21 10:30 AM 00:30:00
Full Measure with Sharyl Attkisson - B; SEASON 7 - EPISODE 5: A Supreme Court decision returns sovereignty to several native 
American tribes.

COVID-19 /  GOVERNMENT CBS Face The Nation 10/10/21 9:30 AM 00:30:00

SEGMENT HIGHLIGHT: A report from Atlanta on COVID fatigue and the pandemic's lingering effects on economic recovery, CBS 
news poll on getting children vaccinated, approaching holiday season spending, President Biden's spending packages, 
development of the Republican party, praise for the Biden administration's decision to allow the January 6th committee access to 
the Trump era documents, COVID's impact on the labor market, supply chain bottlenecks, update on Pfizer vaccination status for 
children, mandating COVID vaccine for children, Biden administration's announcement on at-home tests, takeaways on Facebook 
whistleblower's testimony before Congress, misinformation on social media and TV, erosion of confidence in the electoral system, 
and dangers of downplaying siege of the Capitol.

COVID-19 /  GOVERNMENT CBS Face The Nation 2 10/10/21 10:00 AM 00:30:00

SEGMENT HIGHLIGHT: A report from Atlanta on COVID fatigue and the pandemic's lingering effects on economic recovery, CBS 
news poll on getting children vaccinated, approaching holiday season spending, President Biden's spending packages, 
development of the Republican party, praise for the Biden administration's decision to allow the January 6th committee access to 
the Trump era documents, COVID's impact on the labor market, supply chain bottlenecks, update on Pfizer vaccination status for 
children, mandating COVID vaccine for children, Biden administration's announcement on at-home tests, takeaways on Facebook 
whistleblower's testimony before Congress, misinformation on social media and TV, erosion of confidence in the electoral system, 
and dangers of downplaying siege of the Capitol.

POLICE REFORM The Armstrong Williams Show 10/10/21 2:00 AM 00:30:00
The Armstrong Williams Show; EPISODE 2139: A refreshing and candid discussion on policing in America in 2021 with 
Washington, DC Police Chief Robert Contee.

HEALTH The National Desk 10/11/21 7:00 AM 00:02:33
Reporter Angela Brown covers new controls for Instagram that let parents better supervise what their kids are doing and alert teens 
if they are repeatedly viewing content that is bad for their mental health

HEALTH The National Desk 10/11/21 8:00 AM 00:02:33
Reporter Angela Brown covers new controls for Instagram that let parents better supervise what their kids are doing and alert teens 
if they are repeatedly viewing content that is bad for their mental health

GOVERNMENT / FINANCIAL The National Desk 10/11/21 7:00 AM 00:02:14
Angela Brown investigates how inflation and rising natural gas prices could increase the price of holiday goods and home gas 
prices

Below is a list of some of the significant issues responded to by Station KMYU, Salt Lake City, Utah, along with the most significant programming treatment of those issues for the period October 1, 2021 to 
December 31, 2021. This list is by no means exhaustive. The order in which the issues appear does not reflect any priority or significance.



GOVERNMENT / FINANCIAL The National Desk 10/11/21 8:00 AM 00:02:14
Angela Brown investigates how inflation and rising natural gas prices could increase the price of holiday goods and home gas 
prices

GOVERNMENT The National Desk 10/11/21 7:00 AM 00:01:16
 Ahtra Elnashar reports on everything Congress must accomplish before the end of their session, including raising the debt ceiling, 
funding the government, and two major spending bills

GOVERNMENT The National Desk 10/11/21 8:00 AM 00:01:16
 Ahtra Elnashar reports on everything Congress must accomplish before the end of their session, including raising the debt ceiling, 
funding the government, and two major spending bills

NATIONAL INTEREST / LEGAL The National Desk 10/11/21 7:00 AM 00:01:16
 Ahtra Elnashar covers charges against a Navy engineer who thought he was handing over nuclear submarine secrets to a foreign 
government that was actually an FBI agent.

NATIONAL INTEREST / LEGAL The National Desk 10/11/21 8:00 AM 00:01:16
 Ahtra Elnashar covers charges against a Navy engineer who thought he was handing over nuclear submarine secrets to a foreign 
government that was actually an FBI agent.

CRIME & PUBLIC SAFETY 2NEWS AT 10:00 PM 10/11/21 10:00 PM 0:01:00
The night before an early-October blanket of snow, officials from the state transporation department and highway patrol explain 
how they're preparing, and how people should stay safe.

ECONOMY 2NEWS AT 10:00 PM 10/11/21 10:00 PM 0:01:00
Ahead of a tech summit in Utah, including Apple's Tim Cook, tech company leaders explain why they don't want the Silicon Slopes 
to become the next Silcon Valley.

DIVERSITY / EDUCATION 2NEWS AT 10:00 PM 10/13/21 10:00 PM 0:02:00
Ella Rises: A Utah county-based nonprofit provides Latina youth the opportunity to connect to their culture and be empowered. 
Much of this is done through art and other workshops, all taught by Latina women. 

DIVERSITY / EDUCATION 2NEWS AT 10:00 PM 10/13/21 10:00 PM 0:02:00
Ella Rises: A Utah county-based nonprofit provides Latina youth the opportunity to connect to their culture and be empowered. 
Much of this is done through art and other workshops, all taught by Latina women. 

IMMIGRATION / INDUSTRY / EDUCATION Full Measure with Sharyl Attkisson 10/17/21 9:30 AM 00:30:00
Full Measure with Sharyl Attkisson; SEASON 7 - EPISODE 6: Business at the U.S. southern border is being crippled by 
immigration policies, some are calling for the border to reopen, for legal entry. 

IMMIGRATION / INDUSTRY / EDUCATION Full Measure with Sharyl Attkisson 10/17/21 10:30 AM 00:30:00
Full Measure with Sharyl Attkisson - B; SEASON 7 - EPISODE 6: Paying college athletes, and how Congress is getting involved. 
And a new anthem, for these troubled times.

GOVERNMENT The Armstrong Williams Show 10/17/21 2:30 AM 00:30:00
The Armstrong Williams Show; EPISODE 2140: A refreshing and candid discussion on policing in America in 2021 with 
Washington, DC Police Chief Robert Contee.

FRANCHISE - PAY IT FORWARD 2NEWS AT 10:00 PM 10/20/21 10:20 PM 0:01:50
The Lilly Pad Project: A nonprofit provides comfort kits and gifts to moms who have suffered miscarriages and lost children in other 
circumstances. Kits come with keepsakes and more; all the items come from donations. Mountain America Credit Union donated 
$500 to The Lilly Pad Project to help them honor grieving mothers.

SCIENCE 2NEWS AT 10:00 PM 10/20/21 10:02 PM 0:02:05
A former Utah Medical Examiner discusses in detail the challenges the medical examiner processing the watery remains of Brian 
Laundrie found in a Florida Nature Reserve.

TOURISM / YOUTH & FAMILY 2NEWS AT 10:00 PM 10/20/21 10:15 PM 0:01:06
Thousands flock to downtown Salt Lake City as the Utah Jazz basketball season home opener kicks off. Fans and business 
owners react.

EDUCATION / DIVERSITY 2NEWS AT 10:00 PM 10/21/21 10:00 PM 0:02:13
The U.S. Department of Justice launches an investigation into a Utah school district after numerous and consistent reports of racial 
harassment and discrimination.

POLITICAL 2NEWS AT 10:00 PM 10/21/21 10:07 PM 0:01:52
The State of Utah is suing to challenge President Joe Biden's executive orders to expand Bears Ears and the Grand Staircase 
Escalante National Monuments.

CRIME & PUBLIC SAFETY 2NEWS AT 10:00 PM 10/22/21 10:00 PM 0:00:58
North Salt Lake Police release dash camera video of a chase that occurred earlier in the week which ended with the death of an 
uninvolved driver.

IMMIGRATION / ECONOMY Full Measure with Sharyl Attkisson 10/24/21 10:30 AM 00:30:00
Full Measure with Sharyl Attkisson - B; SEASON 7 - EPISODE 7: Growing concern over Puerto Rico’s power grid redo funded by 
your tax dollars. And the Coast Guard’s unusual assignment along America’s southern border.

COVID-19 / INTERNATIONAL INTEREST CBS Face The Nation 10/24/21 9:30 AM 00:30:00

SEGMENT HIGHLIGHT: A report from Atlanta on vaccine mandates and coronavirus booster eligibility, COVID crisis in Eastern 
Europe, subvariant of the Delta strain, lack of a coordinated global analysis system, use of antibody drugs to protect the immune 
compromised against COVID, Biden administration's plan for vaccinating children, Biden's spending bill, Social Media's role in the 
U.S. Capitol attack, possible subpoena for former President Trump if warranted, reaction to U.S. Capitol comments, paid parental 
leave, cost of living, potential debt crisis in China, failure in Afghanistan, remaining Americans in Afghanistan, and evaluation of 
current dealings in Afghanistan.

COVID-19 / INTERNATIONAL INTEREST CBS Face The Nation 2 10/24/21 10:00 AM 00:30:00

SEGMENT HIGHLIGHT: A report from Atlanta on vaccine mandates and coronavirus booster eligibility, COVID crisis in Eastern 
Europe, subvariant of the Delta strain, lack of a coordinated global analysis system, use of antibody drugs to protect the immune 
compromised against COVID, Biden administration's plan for vaccinating children, Biden's spending bill, Social Media's role in the 
U.S. Capitol attack, possible subpoena for former President Trump if warranted, reaction to U.S. Capitol comments, paid parental 
leave, cost of living, potential debt crisis in China, failure in Afghanistan, remaining Americans in Afghanistan, and evaluation of 
current dealings in Afghanistan.

COVID-19 The Armstrong Williams Show 10/24/21 2:30 AM 00:30:00
The Armstrong Williams Show; EPISODE 2141: Armstrong discusses the Supreme Court and what we can expect in the coming 
months as they take on the issues of abortion and gun rights.

YOUTH & FAMILY 2NEWS AT 10:00 PM 10/25/21 10:06 PM 0:01:37 A meet and greet event is held at a Salt Lake City suburban mosque to help welcome Afghanistan refugees.

COVID-19 / PUBLIC HEALTH 2NEWS AT 10:00 PM 10/26/21 10:04 PM 0:01:48
After national health officials pave the way for children aged 5-11 to get vaccinated for COVID-19, parents on both sides of the 
debate explain their thoughts.

CRIME & PUBLIC SAFETY / ENVIRONMENT 2NEWS AT 10:00 PM 10/26/21 10:06 PM 0:01:40 Neighbors in one Utah town worry landslides could destroy their homes, as one house is torn down before it succumbs to that fate.

FRANCHISE - PAY IT FORWARD 2NEWS AT 10:00 PM 10/27/21 10:00 PM 0:01:45
Dog Days Helping Paws: A new rescue finds dogs at shelters in Utah and other states. Volunteers and foster families help the 
dogs transform into loving pets to be adopted. The group is holding a fundraiser and adoption event on Halloween. Mountain 
America Credit Union donated $500 to help the group with fundraising goals.

EDUCATION / CRIME & PUBLIC SAFETY 2NEWS AT 10:00 PM 10/27/21 10:00 PM 0:01:19
In a school already under federal investigation for racial harassment, more reports emerge involving sexual harassment and 
bullying.

COVID-19 / PUBLIC HEALTH 2NEWS AT 10:00 PM 10/27/21 10:04 PM 0:01:26
A new testing method pops up across Salt Lake City involving self-operated kiosks, allowing users to drop off their tests and are 
notified the next day.

FRANCHISE - BEYOND THE BOOKS 2NEWS AT 10:00 PM 10/28/21 10:00 PM 0:02:37 Beyond the Books looks into what happened to the million masks promised by the governor for schools.

MIDDLE-EAST CONFLICT / ECONOMY Full Measure with Sharyl Attkisson 10/31/21 10:30 AM 00:30:00
Full Measure with Sharyl Attkisson - B; SEASON 7 - EPISODE 8: The rise in the price of meat, and who is behind the hike. And a 
look at the debate over a U.S. embassy in Jerusalem. 

COVID-19 / ENVIRONMENT CBS Face The Nation 10/31/21 9:30 AM 00:30:00

SEGMENT HIGHLIGHT: Report on resuming negotiations over Iran's nuclear program, America's desire to lead regarding climate 
change, U.S. withdrawal from Afghanistan, supply chain disruptions, complaints about vaccine mandates, paid family leave, 
Khanna's support for Build Back Better program, negotiations regarding prescription drug costs, Medicare expansion, hearing with 
oil executives regarding climate action, Scotland report on pessimism surrounding U.N. climate summit, Curtis' opposition to 
bipartisan infrastructure plan, support for nuclear energy, Republican climate proposals, response to upcoming vaccine mandates 
and vaccinating children, Children's National Hospital's participation in the trial of the Pfizer vaccine for children, antibodies shared 
with children through pregnancy/breastfeeding, and governor election in Virginia.

COVID-19 / ENVIRONMENT CBS Face The Nation 2 10/31/21 10:00 AM 00:30:00

SEGMENT HIGHLIGHT: Report on resuming negotiations over Iran's nuclear program, America's desire to lead regarding climate 
change, U.S. withdrawal from Afghanistan, supply chain disruptions, complaints about vaccine mandates, paid family leave, 
Khanna's support for Build Back Better program, negotiations regarding prescription drug costs, Medicare expansion, hearing with 
oil executives regarding climate action, Scotland report on pessimism surrounding U.N. climate summit, Curtis' opposition to 
bipartisan infrastructure plan, support for nuclear energy, Republican climate proposals, response to upcoming vaccine mandates 
and vaccinating children, Children's National Hospital's participation in the trial of the Pfizer vaccine for children, antibodies shared 
with children through pregnancy/breastfeeding, and governor election in Virginia.

COVID-19 The Armstrong Williams Show 10/31/21 2:00 AM 00:30:00 The Armstrong Williams Show; EPISODE 2142: Dr. Donohue and Dr. Knight discuss patient hierarchy due to the Covid-19 surge.

FRANCHISE - PAY IT FORWARD 2NEWS AT 10:00 PM 11/03/21 10:24 PM 0:01:50
Do Utah: A nonprofit helps people with disabilities get back into the great outdoors. Do Utah offers activities like hunting, fishing, 
and even scuba diving for people with disabilities and their families--all for free. Mountain America Credit Union donated $500 to 
help them with gear and other needs.

CRIME / PUBLIC SAFETY The National Desk 11/04/21 7:00 AM 00:09:16 Sheriff Mike Chapman speaks about the recent sexual assaults in Loudoun County Schools, answers questions about investigation

GOVERNMENT The National Desk 11/04/21 8:00 AM 00:05:32 Dr. Mike Clauson provides insight into election results and status of Congressional spending bills 

FRANCHISE - BEYOND THE BOOKS 2NEWS AT 10:00 PM 11/04/21 10:05 PM 0:01:27
A followup on a 2018 story by Beyond the Books on a school culinary program that has sloppy financials and was audited for the 
3rd time, now ordered to repay the state. 

NATIONAL INTEREST / LEGAL The National Desk 11/05/21 7:00 AM 00:01:29
Reporter Angela Brown reports that the Russian analyst who provided info for the Steele Dossier has been arrested for lying to the 
FBI 



NATIONAL INTEREST / LEGAL The National Desk 11/05/21 8:00 AM 00:01:29
Reporter Angela Brown reports that the Russian analyst who provided info for the Steele Dossier has been arrested for lying to the 
FBI 

SOCIAL / DIVERSITY The National Desk 11/05/21 7:00 AM 00:02:12 Reporter Angela Brown investigates a rise of celebrities pushing back against cancel culture, including Dave Chappelle
SOCIAL / DIVERSITY The National Desk 11/05/21 8:00 AM 00:02:12 Reporter Angela Brown investigates a rise of celebrities pushing back against cancel culture, including Dave Chappelle

GOVERNMENT The National Desk 11/05/21 7:00 AM 00:01:18 Correspondent Ahtra Elnashar reports that the house could vote on the infrastructure and social spending bills today 
GOVERNMENT The National Desk 11/05/21 8:00 AM 00:01:18 Correspondent Ahtra Elnashar reports that the house could vote on the infrastructure and social spending bills today 

FINANCIAL The National Desk 11/05/21 7:00 AM 00:01:22 Correspondent Ahtra Elnashar investigates why food prices will be higher this holiday season
FINANCIAL The National Desk 11/05/21 8:00 AM 00:01:22 Correspondent Ahtra Elnashar investigates why food prices will be higher this holiday season

COVID-19 / INDUSTRY Full Measure with Sharyl Attkisson 11/07/21 10:30 AM 00:30:00
Full Measure with Sharyl Attkisson - B; SEASON 7 - EPISODE 9: The businesses that boomed during Covid. Building seawalls to 
save American cities. And being paid to live in Alaska.

COVID-19 / GOVERNMENT CBS Face The Nation 11/07/21 9:30 AM 00:30:00

SEGMENT HIGHLIGHT: A report from Atlanta on the optimism felt nationwide as vaccinations begin for children ages 5-11, 
experimental antiviral pills to treat COVID are in late-stage trials, and the upbeat October jobs report; passage of the $1.2 trillion 
infrastructure bill / bottlenecks in the global supply chain / the economy / status of paid family leave; poll results indicating support 
has receded from key constituent groups, particularly Black voters / police reform; The status of the Biden administration’s “Build 
Back Better” bill; Republican Glenn Youngkin’s victory in Virginia’s election for governor / criticism for congressional Democrats / 
improving Democrats’ messaging / Youngkin’s campaign strategy; Vaccinations for children ages 5-11 / the Delta wave / praise for 
the White House’s children’s vaccine rollout / nearing the end of the pandemic phase of COVID / test-or-vaccinate mandate for 
private businesses; $1.2 trillion infrastructure bill; federal contractor vaccine mandate; outside factors impacting the availability of 
moving goods through the FedEx system; holiday deliveries; Analysis of the recent elections in Virginia and New Jersey / concern 
from Democrats over the midterm elections / use of critical race theory in campaigns / challenges facing Democrats.

COVID-19 / GOVERNMENT CBS Face The Nation 2 11/07/21 10:00 AM 00:30:00

SEGMENT HIGHLIGHT: A report from Atlanta on the optimism felt nationwide as vaccinations begin for children ages 5-11, 
experimental antiviral pills to treat COVID are in late-stage trials, and the upbeat October jobs report; passage of the $1.2 trillion 
infrastructure bill / bottlenecks in the global supply chain / the economy / status of paid family leave; poll results indicating support 
has receded from key constituent groups, particularly Black voters / police reform; The status of the Biden administration’s “Build 
Back Better” bill; Republican Glenn Youngkin’s victory in Virginia’s election for governor / criticism for congressional Democrats / 
improving Democrats’ messaging / Youngkin’s campaign strategy; Vaccinations for children ages 5-11 / the Delta wave / praise for 
the White House’s children’s vaccine rollout / nearing the end of the pandemic phase of COVID / test-or-vaccinate mandate for 
private businesses; $1.2 trillion infrastructure bill; federal contractor vaccine mandate; outside factors impacting the availability of 
moving goods through the FedEx system; holiday deliveries; Analysis of the recent elections in Virginia and New Jersey / concern 
from Democrats over the midterm elections / use of critical race theory in campaigns / challenges facing Democrats.

COVID-19 / ECONOMY The Armstrong Williams Show 11/07/21 2:00 AM 00:30:00
The Armstrong Williams Show; EPISODE 2143: Armstrong addresses the steady rise of housing costs and what is being done to 
change this trend amidst the ongoing Covid-19 pandemic.

POLITICAL The National Desk 11/08/21 7:00 AM 00:01:22
Reporter Angela Brown reports Biden’s approval rating has dropped to a new low, which could negatively affect Democrats in the 
midterms

POLITICAL The National Desk 11/08/21 8:00 AM 00:01:22
Reporter Angela Brown reports Biden’s approval rating has dropped to a new low, which could negatively affect Democrats in the 
midterms

HEALTH The National Desk 11/08/21 7:00 AM 00:02:04
Reporter Angela Brown investigates restrictive COVID measures on college campuses, including masks, vaccines, and even a 
device that tracks vitals

HEALTH The National Desk 11/08/21 8:00 AM 00:02:04
Reporter Angela Brown investigates restrictive COVID measures on college campuses, including masks, vaccines, and even a 
device that tracks vitals

GOVERNMENT / HEALTH The National Desk 11/08/21 8:00 AM 00:01:30
Correspondent Ahtra Elnashar reports on a legal challenge to Biden’s vaccine mandate that applies to businesses with over 100 
workers 

GOVERNMENT The National Desk 11/08/21 8:00 AM 00:01:30
Correspondent Ahtra Elnashar reports on the passing of the infrastructure bill on Friday, prospects of passing the social spending 
bill 

GOVERNMENT The National Desk 11/08/21 7:00 AM 00:06:23 Armstrong Williams discusses congressional spending bills and Biden administration approval ratings 

GOVERNMENT The National Desk 11/08/21 8:00 AM 00:06:23 Armstrong Williams discusses congressional spending bills and Biden administration approval ratings 

GOVERNMENT / HEALTH / LEGAL The National Desk 11/08/21 7:00 AM 00:05:15 Elaine Parker, President of the Job Creator’s Network, discusses the organization’s lawsuit against Biden’s vaccine mandate  

GOVERNMENT / HEALTH / LEGAL The National Desk 11/08/21 8:00 AM 00:05:15 Elaine Parker, President of the Job Creator’s Network, discusses the organization’s lawsuit against Biden’s vaccine mandate  

SOCIAL / HEALTH The National Desk 11/08/21 7:00 AM 00:04:31
Mark Morgan responds to the Biden administration’s decision to pay families who were separated at the southern border and the 
vaccination mandate for border officers

SOCIAL / HEALTH The National Desk 11/08/21 8:00 AM 00:04:31
Mark Morgan responds to the Biden administration’s decision to pay families who were separated at the southern border and the 
vaccination mandate for border officers

GOVERNMENT 2NEWS AT 10:00 PM 11/08/21 10:03 PM 0:01:10 People crowd the public comment section of a committee meeting looking to split up cities and counties in a redistricting vote.

CRIME & PUBLIC SAFETY 2NEWS AT 10:00 PM 11/08/21 10:01 PM 0:01:25 A captain with the state's department of correction is facing charges after he was accused of trying to rape a 13-year-old girl.

FINANCIAL The National Desk 11/09/21 7:00 AM 00:02:14
Reporter Angela Brown reports that stocks related to a stay-at-home lifestyle have recently plummeted as life begins to return to 
normal  

FINANCIAL The National Desk 11/09/21 8:00 AM 00:02:14
Reporter Angela Brown reports that stocks related to a stay-at-home lifestyle have recently plummeted as life begins to return to 
normal  

SOCIAL / DIVERSITY The National Desk 11/09/21 7:00 AM 00:02:43
Reporter Angela Brown investigates claims from black celebrities and politicians that leftists have gone too far when it comes to 
anti-racism

SOCIAL / DIVERSITY The National Desk 11/09/21 8:00 AM 00:02:43
Reporter Angela Brown investigates claims from black celebrities and politicians that leftists have gone too far when it comes to 
anti-racism

GOVERNMENT The National Desk 11/09/21 7:00 AM 00:00:58 Correspondent Ahtra Elnashar looks at the tasks Congress still must complete before the end of the year 
GOVERNMENT The National Desk 11/09/21 8:00 AM 00:00:58 Correspondent Ahtra Elnashar looks at the tasks Congress still must complete before the end of the year 

GOVERNMENT / FINANCIAL The National Desk 11/09/21 7:00 AM 00:01:33 Correspondent Ahtra Elnashar reports on what the Biden Administration is doing in response to rising energy prices 
GOVERNMENT / FINANCIAL The National Desk 11/09/21 8:00 AM 00:01:33 Correspondent Ahtra Elnashar reports on what the Biden Administration is doing in response to rising energy prices 

PUBLIC HEALTH / HEALTHCARE 2NEWS AT 10:00 PM 11/09/21 10:00 PM 0:02:22
An 11-year-old girl with spina bifida has needed a spinal surgery for 8 months now, and hospitals continue to delay the operation. 
She may get the surgery in 2022, but her parents aren't so sure it'll happen.

PUBLIC HEALTH / HEALTHCARE / EDUCATION 2NEWS AT 10:00 PM 11/09/21 10:04 PM 0:01:16
A community gathers for a vigil honoring the life of a 10-year-old girl who died of suicide and depression after being bullied at 
school.

CRIME & PUBLIC SAFETY 2NEWS AT 10:00 PM 11/10/21 10:00 PM 0:01:20
The resident of one Utah town is posing as a police officer and pulling other residents over. Police discuss the 
hazards this may pose.

GOVERNMENT /  POLITICAL 2NEWS AT 10:00 PM 11/10/21 10:03 PM 0:01:30 Many gather at the state capitol to call on the governor to veto the newly approved congressional maps.

FRANCHISE - PAY IT FORWARD 2NEWS AT 10:00 PM 11/10/21 10:20 PM 0:02:00
The Page family lost their son, Wyatt, to cancer in 2020. Before he passed, he came up with an idea to help bring some comfort to 
kids undergoing cancer treatments. They put together Wyatt's Comfort Bundles and send them to hospitals and patients around 
the country. The bundles have a blanket, pillowcase, beanie or socks, and a toy to bring them comfort and a distraction.

CRIME & PUBLIC SAFETY 2NEWS AT 10:00 PM 11/11/21 10:02 PM 0:00:59 A Utah lawyer is under investigation after he's accused of embezzling nearly a dozen families for hundreds of thousands of dollars.

ENVIORNMENT /  ECONOMY 2NEWS AT 10:00 PM 11/11/21 10:04 PM 0:01:20
One local group is pushing for excessive parking structures and lots to be transformed into other pieces of realty with higher 
demand, as many lots remain empty for most of the day.

GOVERNMENT / TECHNOLOGY Full Measure with Sharyl Attkisson 11/14/21 10:30 AM 00:30:00
Full Measure with Sharyl Attkisson - B; SEASON 7 - EPISODE 10: Radical contradictions between state and federal marijuana 
laws. Talks on Capitol Hill to regulate or even break up Big Tech. And controversy over a vote to bring back gray wolves.



COVID-19 CBS Face The Nation 11/14/21 9:30 AM 00:30:00

SEGMENT HIGHLIGHT: A report on the economy as it struggles to shake off the impact of COVID-19; Impact of the coronavirus 
pandemic on the economy – inflation, increased demand for products, supply disruptions, price increases and labor supply; Trump 
era tariffs on China; supply chain bottlenecks in the United States / current coronavirus hotspots in the U.S. / factors necessary to 
declare COVID under control / Colorado’s spike in COVID cases / precautions taken by the sky industry; job creation from the 
federal infrastructure bill and current state of the American economy and steps taken by the Federal Reserve / impact of the latest 
coronavirus wave on economic recovery / long-term issue in the U.S. of not providing childcare for families; President Biden’s 
upcoming selection for the Federal Reserve chair; A report from London on the once again surging coronavirus pandemic in 
Europe/ global economic recovery / China’s potential debt crisis / debt relief for the poorest countries; U.N. climate change 
conference; importance of family leave policies and gender equality issues

COVID-19 CBS Face The Nation 2 11/14/21 10:00 AM 00:30:00

SEGMENT HIGHLIGHT: A report on the economy as it struggles to shake off the impact of COVID-19; Impact of the coronavirus 
pandemic on the economy – inflation, increased demand for products, supply disruptions, price increases and labor supply; Trump 
era tariffs on China; supply chain bottlenecks in the United States / current coronavirus hotspots in the U.S. / factors necessary to 
declare COVID under control / Colorado’s spike in COVID cases / precautions taken by the sky industry; job creation from the 
federal infrastructure bill and current state of the American economy and steps taken by the Federal Reserve / impact of the latest 
coronavirus wave on economic recovery / long-term issue in the U.S. of not providing childcare for families; President Biden’s 
upcoming selection for the Federal Reserve chair; A report from London on the once again surging coronavirus pandemic in 
Europe/ global economic recovery / China’s potential debt crisis / debt relief for the poorest countries; U.N. climate change 
conference; importance of family leave policies and gender equality issues

YOUTH & FAMILY The Armstrong Williams Show 11/14/21 2:30 AM 00:30:00
The Armstrong Williams Show; EPISODE 2144: Former Baltimore Mayor Stephanie Rawlings-Blake discusses the importance of 
early childhood education and the lasting impact it has into adulthood.

FRANCHISE - PAY IT FORWARD 2NEWS AT 10:00 PM 11/17/21 10:24 PM 0:01:45
Tooele Thanksgiving Meals: A Tooele County man hosts a community food drive every year to help people in his area get a 
Thanksgiving meal. He collects food and money to provide food boxes with turkey and all the fixings. Volunteers help him pack up 
and deliver the food. Mountain America Credit Union donated $500 to help him reach his goal of providing 100 meals.

ECONOMY / ENERGY / TOURISM Full Measure with Sharyl Attkisson 11/21/21 10:30 AM 00:30:00
Full Measure with Sharyl Attkisson - B; SEASON 7 - EPISODE 11: A look at expanding legal gambling and who benefits. Concerns 
about America’s first giant offshore wind power project. And the pros and cons of the recent tourism boom in Florida.

COVID-19 / GOVERNMENT CBS Face The Nation 11/21/21 9:30 AM 00:30:00

SEGMENT HIGHLIGHT: CBS News poll results on President Biden’s approval rating, the impact of inflation on Americans’ lives, 
and how Democrats view the President and his strategy for handling economic issues / “Build Back Better” bill / raising the cap on 
the SALT deduction for states with very high local and state taxes; Americans’ concerns about the economy; military justice reform 
bill, designed to give justice to survivors of sexual assault and other serious crimes, in the Senate; Case of missing Chinese tennis 
player Peng Shuai / possible boycott of upcoming Beijing Winter Olympics / The Senator’s decision to block a number of President 
Biden’s nominees to national security posts / importance of standing up to global autocrats / President Bien’s approval rating 
among Black voters; A report from Poland, as the number of COVID cases continues to increase in parts of Europe; Post-
Thanksgiving COVID spike / mask mandates / current coronavirus booster eligibility / decision from the Labor Department’s OSHA 
division to suspend enforcement of the Biden administration’s requirement to test or vaccinate business employees.

COVID-19 / GOVERNMENT CBS Face The Nation 2 11/21/21 10:00 AM 00:30:00

SEGMENT HIGHLIGHT: CBS News poll results on President Biden’s approval rating, the impact of inflation on Americans’ lives, 
and how Democrats view the President and his strategy for handling economic issues / “Build Back Better” bill / raising the cap on 
the SALT deduction for states with very high local and state taxes; Americans’ concerns about the economy; military justice reform 
bill, designed to give justice to survivors of sexual assault and other serious crimes, in the Senate; Case of missing Chinese tennis 
player Peng Shuai / possible boycott of upcoming Beijing Winter Olympics / The Senator’s decision to block a number of President 
Biden’s nominees to national security posts / importance of standing up to global autocrats / President Bien’s approval rating 
among Black voters; A report from Poland, as the number of COVID cases continues to increase in parts of Europe; Post-
Thanksgiving COVID spike / mask mandates / current coronavirus booster eligibility / decision from the Labor Department’s OSHA 
division to suspend enforcement of the Biden administration’s requirement to test or vaccinate business employees.

SCIENCE The Armstrong Williams Show 11/21/21 2:30 AM 00:30:00
The Armstrong Williams Show; EPISODE 2145: Attorney Benjamin Crump discusses Henrietta Lacks, the outcomes her genetic 
material has led to, and her incredible contributions to the evolution of science and modern medicine.

FRANCHISE - ADDICTED UTAH 2NEWS AT 10:00 PM 11/23/21 10:15 PM 0:03:00
Drug Dealer's Liability Act: A Utah man is using a little-known law to go after drug dealers he says are responsible for his wife's 
overdose death. Will it work? An attorney weighs in on why lawsuits like these are filed very rarely and what it takes to win.

FRANCHISE - PAY IT FORWARD 2NEWS AT 10:00 PM 11/24/21 10:25 PM 0:02:00
Maijo Tonga Project: A Utah County couple wants to bring art to the children of Tonga. After learning they don't get many art 
supplies or have access to classes, they started a fundraiser to buy art supplies for different kits. They will bring those kits and 
hygiene items to the country when the borders open back up.

ECONOMY / IMMIGRATION / EDUCATION Full Measure with Sharyl Attkisson 11/28/21 10:30 AM 00:30:00
Full Measure with Sharyl Attkisson - B; SEASON 7 - EPISODE 12: Business at the U.S. southern border has been crippled by 
restrictive, legal immigration policies for over a year and a half. Paying college athletes, and how Congress is getting involved. And 
a new anthem, for these troubled times.

COVID-19 CBS Face The Nation 11/28/21 9:30 AM 00:30:00

SEGMENT HIGHLIGHT: A report from Johannesburg, South Africa on the discovery of a new COVID strain, the Omicron variant / 
the new Omicron COVID strain / current vaccine efficacy against the new strain / safety precautions / America’s surveillance system 
to detect coronavirus / travel restrictions to and from South Africa / COVID vaccine distribution problems in southern Africa; 
Potential of a 5th coronavirus wave / importance of booster shots / living with COVID / tracking breakthrough infections / guidelines 
for school-age children / public health restrictions for kids; Holiday spending / impact of the Delta variant on shipping delays and the 
holiday season; Amazon company policy regarding vaccines / hiring challenges / employee benefits, specifically ‘leave’ policies; 
Criticisms of the U.S. public health response / hope for a ‘9/11-type commission’ to investigate and learn from the handling of the 
pandemic / regulations in place for labs / call for more international regulation regarding wet markets.

COVID-19 CBS Face The Nation 2 11/28/21 10:00 AM 00:30:00

SEGMENT HIGHLIGHT: A report from Johannesburg, South Africa on the discovery of a new COVID strain, the Omicron variant / 
the new Omicron COVID strain / current vaccine efficacy against the new strain / safety precautions / America’s surveillance system 
to detect coronavirus / travel restrictions to and from South Africa / COVID vaccine distribution problems in southern Africa; 
Potential of a 5th coronavirus wave / importance of booster shots / living with COVID / tracking breakthrough infections / guidelines 
for school-age children / public health restrictions for kids; Holiday spending / impact of the Delta variant on shipping delays and the 
holiday season; Amazon company policy regarding vaccines / hiring challenges / employee benefits, specifically ‘leave’ policies; 
Criticisms of the U.S. public health response / hope for a ‘9/11-type commission’ to investigate and learn from the handling of the 
pandemic / regulations in place for labs / call for more international regulation regarding wet markets.

RELIGION The Armstrong Williams Show 11/28/21 2:30 AM 00:30:00
The Armstrong Williams Show; EPISODE 2146: Pastor Shirley Caesar shares stories of those who have empowered & inspired 
her in her journey as a powerful gospel singer.

PUBLIC HEALTH 2NEWS AT 10:00 PM 11/30/21 10:01 PM 0:01:20 A new mother contracts COVID-19, she shares her insight along with experts' regarding breastfeeding with COVID.

FRANCHISE - PAY IT FORWARD 2NEWS AT 10:00 PM 12/01/21 10:20 PM 0:02:00

Utah Kids Foundation: The Utah Kids Foundation helps families who have children with special needs. They provide medical 
supplies and an online support group to help the families financially and emotionally. The foundation also hosts events for kids with 
disabilities, like Easter egg hunts and Christmas events with Santa. Mountain America Credit Union donated $500 to help the 
foundation with its needs.

ECONOMY / GOVERNMENT Full Measure with Sharyl Attkisson 12/05/21 10:30 AM 00:30:00
Full Measure with Sharyl Attkisson - B; SEASON 7 - EPISODE 13: The politics of economy and the elections ahead. Calls to 
defund the police lead to an innovative program in social policing. And living in a perpetual pandemic. 

COVID-19 / TOURISM / ECONOMY CBS Face The Nation 12/05/21 9:30 AM 00:30:00

SEGMENT HIGHLIGHT: A report from Atlanta on the new COVID variant Omicron / a report from Seoul, South Korea on the 
worldwide spread of Omicron and the dominance of the Delta variant / data from South Africa on the Omicron variant / spike in 
hospitalizations for children under 5 in South Africa / problems with adjusting vaccines for a specific variant  / criticism of the CDC 
regarding booster shots / uptick in booster shots since the discovery of the Omicron variant / U.S. travel ban for eight African 
countries / criticism from South African scientists for the ban; reaction to criticism from the WHO regarding booster shots / $2 billion 
allocated to improve sequencing / progress made in tracking and identifying COVID variants / United Kingdom’s speed in tracking 
Omicron / insight into why Omicron seems so uniquely threatening.



COVID-19 / TOURISM / ECONOMY CBS Face The Nation 2 12/05/21 10:00 AM 00:30:00

SEGMENT HIGHLIGHT: A report from Atlanta on the new COVID variant Omicron / a report from Seoul, South Korea on the 
worldwide spread of Omicron and the dominance of the Delta variant / data from South Africa on the Omicron variant / spike in 
hospitalizations for children under 5 in South Africa / problems with adjusting vaccines for a specific variant  / criticism of the CDC 
regarding booster shots / uptick in booster shots since the discovery of the Omicron variant / U.S. travel ban for eight African 
countries / criticism from South African scientists for the ban; reaction to criticism from the WHO regarding booster shots / $2 billion 
allocated to improve sequencing / progress made in tracking and identifying COVID variants / United Kingdom’s speed in tracking 
Omicron / insight into why Omicron seems so uniquely threatening.

COVID-19 The Armstrong Williams Show 12/05/21 2:30 AM 00:30:00
The Armstrong Williams Show; EPISODE 2147: The pandemic did not stop Flint, Michigan’s ongoing efforts in combatting their 
water crisis, but instead actually increased the delivery of safe water directly to the people.

POLITICAL / IMMIGRATON / SOCIAL The National Desk 12/07/21 7:00 AM 00:05:23
Mark Morgan, Former Acting Commissioner of U.S. Customs and Border Protection, discusses a surge at the border and the 
reinstatement of the Remain in Mexico policy 

POLITICAL / IMMIGRATON / SOCIAL The National Desk 12/07/21 8:00 AM 00:05:23
Mark Morgan, Former Acting Commissioner of U.S. Customs and Border Protection, discusses a surge at the border and the 
reinstatement of the Remain in Mexico policy 

GOVERNMENT / NATIONAL INTEREST The National Desk 12/07/21 7:00 AM 00:08:32
Former New Jersey Governor Chris Christie (R) discusses covid, the midterm elections, and Biden’s virtual meeting today with 
Putin 

GOVERNMENT / FINANCIAL The National Desk 12/08/21 7:00 AM 00:01:55 Reporter Jay O’Brien reports that inflation will rise even more by the end of the year 
GOVERNMENT / FINANCIAL The National Desk 12/08/21 8:00 AM 00:01:55 Reporter Jay O’Brien reports that inflation will rise even more by the end of the year 

GOVERNMENT The National Desk 12/08/21 7:00 AM 00:01:45
Reporter Jay O’Brien investigates how some of the most important federal agencies received poor grades for their readiness 
against cyber attacks 

GOVERNMENT The National Desk 12/08/21 8:00 AM 00:01:45
Reporter Jay O’Brien investigates how some of the most important federal agencies received poor grades for their readiness 
against cyber attacks 

ECONOMY The National Desk 12/08/21 7:00 AM 00:01:30 Correspondent Ahtra Elnashar reports on how the supply chain crisis is affecting farmers 
ECONOMY The National Desk 12/08/21 8:00 AM 00:01:30 Correspondent Ahtra Elnashar reports on how the supply chain crisis is affecting farmers 

GOVERNMENT The National Desk 12/08/21 7:00 AM 00:01:30
Correspondent Ahtra Elnashar reports the latest on the debt ceiling – the Democrats have found a way to raise the ceiling on their 
own using a complicated legislative procedure 

GOVERNMENT The National Desk 12/08/21 8:00 AM 00:01:30
Correspondent Ahtra Elnashar reports the latest on the debt ceiling – the Democrats have found a way to raise the ceiling on their 
own using a complicated legislative procedure 

NATIONAL INTEREST The National Desk 12/08/21 8:00 AM 00:06:54 Bo Snerdly reflects on the life of radio host Rush Limbaugh, who passed away earlier this year of lung cancer 
POLITICAL / ECONOMY The National Desk 12/08/21 7:00 AM 00:05:12 Scott Rasmussen discusses new polls on the 2024 presidential race, energy, and gas prices 

GOVERNMENT / NATIONAL INTEREST The National Desk 12/08/21 7:00 AM 00:07:51
Representative Mike Waltz, (R) Florida, comments on the Biden-Putin meeting and tensions between Russia and Ukraine and the 
Beijing Olympics

GOVERNMENT / NATIONAL INTEREST The National Desk 12/08/21 8:00 AM 00:07:51
Representative Mike Waltz, (R) Florida, comments on the Biden-Putin meeting and tensions between Russia and Ukraine and the 
Beijing Olympics

FRANCHISE - ADDICTED UTAH 2NEWS AT 10:00 PM 12/08/21 10:13 PM 0:03:00
Restitution Bill: A state lawmakers says Utah's restitution system is not working well. Rep. Ray Ward is filing a bill to make the 
Office of State Debt Collection be more transparent with people who are trying to pay off restitution. Right now, people don't know 
where their money is going when they make a payment.

FRANCHISE - PAY IT FORWARD 2NEWS AT 10:00 PM 12/08/21 10:20 PM 0:02:00
Farmington Community Christmas: A group in the Farmington area helps families in need get Christmas every year. They collect 
toys and donations they plan to deliver to schools in the area for kids who may be homeless or struggling. The effort started 30 
years with a Farmington family; community members have now taken over the effort.

GOVERNMENT / SOCIAL The National Desk 12/09/21 7:00 AM 00:01:15 Reporter Jay O’Brien reports Instagram CEO testifies before Congress that the app is good for kids and not addictive
GOVERNMENT / SOCIAL The National Desk 12/09/21 8:00 AM 00:01:15 Reporter Jay O’Brien reports Instagram CEO testifies before Congress that the app is good for kids and not addictive

GOVERNMENT / ECONOMY The National Desk 12/09/21 7:00 AM 00:02:00 Reporter Jay O’Brien investigates how higher supply costs and supply chain disruptions are affecting small businesses 
GOVERNMENT / ECONOMY The National Desk 12/09/21 8:00 AM 00:02:00 Reporter Jay O’Brien investigates how higher supply costs and supply chain disruptions are affecting small businesses 

GOVERNMENT / HEALTH The National Desk 12/09/21 7:00 AM 00:01:30
Correspondent Ahtra Elnashar reports on the Senate’s attempt to block President Biden’s vaccine mandate, which will likely not 
pass because it will not be brought to a vote in the House 

GOVERNMENT / HEALTH The National Desk 12/09/21 8:00 AM 00:01:30
Correspondent Ahtra Elnashar reports on the Senate’s attempt to block President Biden’s vaccine mandate, which will likely not 
pass because it will not be brought to a vote in the House 

GOVERNMENT / LEGAL The National Desk 12/09/21 7:00 AM 00:01:30 Correspondent Ahtra Elnashar reports on Biden’s commission's report on Supreme Court reforms like expansion
GOVERNMENT / LEGAL The National Desk 12/09/21 8:00 AM 00:01:30 Correspondent Ahtra Elnashar reports on Biden’s commission's report on Supreme Court reforms like expansion

LEGAL The National Desk 12/09/21 7:00 AM 00:04:20 Attorney Karen Conti provides insight into the Jussie Smollett trial 

NATIONAL INTEREST The National Desk 12/09/21 8:00 AM 00:06:14
Representative Byron Donalds, (R) Florida, discusses the debt ceiling, Russia potentially invading Ukraine, the 
federal covid vaccine database, inflation, and the Beijing Olympics

NATIONAL INTEREST The National Desk 12/09/21 8:00 AM 00:07:05
Senator Rand Paul, (R) Kentucky, comments on the debt ceiling, the United States' response to the omicron variant, the origin of 
COVID-19, and the Beijing Olympics 

ECONOMY The National Desk 12/10/21 7:00 AM 00:01:43
Reporter Jay O’Brien reviews the current supply chain crisis and how some costs could be dropping while supply shortages are 
making other products’ prices rise 

ECONOMY The National Desk 12/10/21 8:00 AM 00:01:43
Reporter Jay O’Brien reviews the current supply chain crisis and how some costs could be dropping while supply shortages are 
making other products’ prices rise 

GOVERNMENT / SOCIAL The National Desk 12/10/21 7:00 AM 00:02:15
Reporter Jay O’Brien reports on how President Biden is stuck between two sides on the Build Back Better plan and if he will be 
able to keep all of his promises regarding social spending 

GOVERNMENT / SOCIAL The National Desk 12/10/21 8:00 AM 00:02:15
Reporter Jay O’Brien reports on how President Biden is stuck between two sides on the Build Back Better plan and if he will be 
able to keep all of his promises regarding social spending 

GOVERNMENT / SOCIAL The National Desk 12/10/21 7:00 AM 00:01:20 Correspondent Ahtra Elnashar reports the latest on Build Back Better, which still needs two crucial votes to pass in the Senate 

GOVERNMENT / SOCIAL The National Desk 12/10/21 8:00 AM 00:01:20 Correspondent Ahtra Elnashar reports the latest on Build Back Better, which still needs two crucial votes to pass in the Senate 

POLITICAL / DIVERSITY The National Desk 12/10/21 7:00 AM 00:01:30
Correspondent Ahtra Elnashar investigates a report saying that Hispanic voters are now evenly split between the Republican and 
Democratic parties

POLITICAL / DIVERSITY The National Desk 12/10/21 8:00 AM 00:01:30
Correspondent Ahtra Elnashar investigates a report saying that Hispanic voters are now evenly split between the Republican and 
Democratic parties

 COVID-19 / GOVERNMENT Full Measure with Sharyl Attkisson 12/12/21 10:30 AM 00:30:00
Full Measure with Sharyl Attkisson - B; SEASON 7 - EPISODE 14: A surprising and potentially dangerous competition among the 
U.S., Russia and China in the frozen north. A daunting backlog in American courts after the Covid shutdowns. And an update from 
Nashville after a really bad year.

ENVIRONMENT / COVID-19 / ECONOMY CBS Face The Nation 12/12/21 9:30 AM 00:30:00

SEGMENT HIGHLIGHT: A report from Mayfield, KY on late Friday’s cluster of tornadoes that devastated six states: Arkansas, 
Missouri, Mississippi, Tennessee, Illinois and Kentucky / a report on the factors contributing to the rare December tornadoes / a 
report from Michigan on the nationwide increase in COVID cases, as the economy and inflation rate worsens / a report from Seoul, 
South Korea on the biggest coronavirus spikes worldwide, as health officials brace for the Omicron variant possible overtaking the 
dominant Delta variant / impact of the Omicron variant / how it affects children; support for lifting the travel restrictions on South 
Africa / current 6.8% inflation figure / criticism of the Federal Reserve / mistake in characterizing inflation as ‘transitory’ / steps to 
avoid a recession / reaction to the current situation being compared to 1970s era inflation / support for congressional spending bill 
and how it addresses labor and climate issues

ENVIRONMENT / COVID-19 / ECONOMY CBS Face The Nation 2 12/12/21 10:00 AM 00:30:00

SEGMENT HIGHLIGHT: A report from Mayfield, KY on late Friday’s cluster of tornadoes that devastated six states: Arkansas, 
Missouri, Mississippi, Tennessee, Illinois and Kentucky / a report on the factors contributing to the rare December tornadoes / a 
report from Michigan on the nationwide increase in COVID cases, as the economy and inflation rate worsens / a report from Seoul, 
South Korea on the biggest coronavirus spikes worldwide, as health officials brace for the Omicron variant possible overtaking the 
dominant Delta variant / impact of the Omicron variant / how it affects children; support for lifting the travel restrictions on South 
Africa / current 6.8% inflation figure / criticism of the Federal Reserve / mistake in characterizing inflation as ‘transitory’ / steps to 
avoid a recession / reaction to the current situation being compared to 1970s era inflation / support for congressional spending bill 
and how it addresses labor and climate issues

POLITICS The Armstrong Williams Show 12/12/21 2:30 AM 00:30:00
The Armstrong Williams Show; EPISODE 2148: Democrat Anti-Abortion Uprising group is an unexpected champion of the pro-life 
movement.

FRANCHISE - PAY IT FORWARD 2NEWS AT 10:00 PM 12/15/21 10:20 PM 0:01:45

St. Vincent's Kitchen Academy: Catholic Community Services has a new program to help refugees and people facing 
homelessness gain valuable skills. They have a 12-week culinary arts training program to help people prepare to work as chefs in a 
restaurant. They spend 10 weeks in the kitchen and 2 weeks at an externship in a restaurant. Mountain America Credit Union 
donated $500 to help them keep cooking.



MILITARY / COVID-19 / IMMIGRATION Full Measure with Sharyl Attkisson 12/19/21 10:30 AM 00:30:00
Full Measure with Sharyl Attkisson - B; SEASON 7 - EPISODE 15: The first TV interview with a former soldier convicted of murder 
then pardoned by President Trump. The Covid fraud capital of the world: Miami, FL. One charity plays a large role in America's 
border crisis.

COVID-19 / CRIME & PUBLIC SAFETY / MIDDLE-
EAST CONFLICT

CBS Face The Nation 12/19/21 9:30 AM 00:30:00

SEGMENT HIGHLIGHT: A report from Atlanta on the current state of the COVID pandemic / A report from London on the Omicron 
infections across in Britain and the recently announced national lockdown in the Netherlands / COVID’s Omicron variant / possible 
impact of Omicron infections on the U.S. health system / monoclonal antibodies treatment / opioid crisis / fentanyl overdoses / 
Biden administration’s executive orders to fight drug trafficking / drug traffickers’ use of social media / President Biden’s 
assessment of how Afghan political leaders left the country / factors which led to his sudden departure from Afghanistan / details of 
his and President Ghani’s trip out of Afghanistan to Uzbekistan / sanctions against the Taliban.

COVID-19 / CRIME & PUBLIC SAFETY / MIDDLE-
EAST CONFLICT

CBS Face The Nation 2 12/19/21 10:00 AM 00:30:00

SEGMENT HIGHLIGHT: A report from Atlanta on the current state of the COVID pandemic / A report from London on the Omicron 
infections across in Britain and the recently announced national lockdown in the Netherlands / COVID’s Omicron variant / possible 
impact of Omicron infections on the U.S. health system / monoclonal antibodies treatment / opioid crisis / fentanyl overdoses / 
Biden administration’s executive orders to fight drug trafficking / drug traffickers’ use of social media / President Biden’s 
assessment of how Afghan political leaders left the country / factors which led to his sudden departure from Afghanistan / details of 
his and President Ghani’s trip out of Afghanistan to Uzbekistan / sanctions against the Taliban.

HUMAN RIGHTS The Armstrong Williams Show 12/19/21 2:30 AM 00:30:00
The Armstrong Williams Show; EPISODE 2149: Armstrong Williams gives a voice to these victimized women as they share their 
stories of hardship, human trafficking, and simply trying to survive.

CRIME & PUBLIC SAFETY 2NEWS AT 10:00 PM 12/20/21 10:00 PM 0:01:30 A Utah task force warns against the social media app Kik after a college student is held captive by someone she met on the app.

FRANCHISE - PAY IT FORWARD 2NEWS AT 10:00 PM 12/22/21 10:21 PM 0:01:45

Special Dollivery: A group takes American Girl dolls, fixes them up, and gives them to kids in foster care. Each doll comes with 
several outfits and accessories; they are put in special bags that are easy for foster children to grab and leave if needed. The 
organization relies on donations to get dolls and doll clothes. Mountain America Credit Union donated $500 to help with those 
supplies.

MIDDLE-EAST CONFLICT / GOVERNMENT / 
IMMIGRATION

Full Measure with Sharyl Attkisson 12/26/21 10:30 AM 00:30:00
Full Measure with Sharyl Attkisson - B; SEASON 7 - EPISODE 16: The impact on Israel and America after the botched U.S. 
withdrawal from Afghanistan. Growing concern over Puerto Rico’s power grid redo funded by your tax dollars. And the Coast 
Guard’s unusual assignment along America’s southern border.

COVID-19 / POLITICS / GOVERNMENT CBS Face The Nation 12/26/21 9:30 AM 00:30:00

SEGMENT HIGHLIGHT: impact of Omicron, the new COVID variant; the U.S. economy / Build Back Better Act / Democratic 
Senator Joe Manchin’s opposition; voting rights / Senate filibuster; national security challenges / protecting the integrity of our 
democracy / climate change; Russian troops on the border with Ukraine; U.S. withdrawal from Afghanistan / supporting women 
and girls in Afghanistan; her own evaluation of her performance so far; 2022 midterm elections; cost of living; her recent interview 
with radio host Charlemagne tha God / injustice as a motivator / Annual CBS News correspondents’ year-end roundtable topics 
include: Build Back Better spending bill debate / Democratic Senator Joe Manchin’s opposition; military buildup of Russian troops 
on the border with Ukraine; future of Roe v. Wade; voting rights; belief that the biggest national security threat is internal; the 
Supreme Court; midterm elections; predictions for 2022.

COVID-19 / POLITICS / GOVERNMENT CBS Face The Nation 2 12/26/21 10:00 AM 00:30:00

SEGMENT HIGHLIGHT: impact of Omicron, the new COVID variant; the U.S. economy / Build Back Better Act / Democratic 
Senator Joe Manchin’s opposition; voting rights / Senate filibuster; national security challenges / protecting the integrity of our 
democracy / climate change; Russian troops on the border with Ukraine; U.S. withdrawal from Afghanistan / supporting women 
and girls in Afghanistan; her own evaluation of her performance so far; 2022 midterm elections; cost of living; her recent interview 
with radio host Charlemagne tha God / injustice as a motivator / Annual CBS News correspondents’ year-end roundtable topics 
include: Build Back Better spending bill debate / Democratic Senator Joe Manchin’s opposition; military buildup of Russian troops 
on the border with Ukraine; future of Roe v. Wade; voting rights; belief that the biggest national security threat is internal; the 
Supreme Court; midterm elections; predictions for 2022.

DIVERSITY The Armstrong Williams Show 12/26/21 2:30 AM 00:30:00
The Armstrong Williams Show; EPISODE 2150: Armstrong sits down with the first African American in history to run and win the 
office of Lieutenant Governor of Virginia – Lt. Governor-elect, Winsome Sears.

ECONOMY /  INDUSTRY 2NEWS AT 10:00 PM 12/28/21 10:04PM 0:01:20
With a spike in flight cancellations at Salt Lake City International, a design flaw is highlighted as many travelers become lost trying 
to find their hotel and route to their hotels.

GOVERNMENT /  HEALTHCARE 2NEWS AT 10:00 PM 12/28/21 10:02 PM 0:01:10 A prominent Utah lawmaker is hospitalized with a brain injury, he talked to our team from his hospital bed.

FRANCHISE - PAY IT FORWARD 2NEWS AT 10:00 PM 12/29/21 10:20 PM 0:02:00
Salt Lake County teen Addy Shorr is collecting and making doll clothes for the group Special Dollivery. Her goal is to get 1,000 
outfits by the end of January. Each doll donated through her project will also get a free scholarship to Girl Scouts of Utah. Mountain 
America Credit Union donated $500 to help her reach her goal.


